
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

HOTREC releases Working Paper 

 

“Benchmarks of Fair Practises for Online Travel Agents (OTA)” 
 

(Brussels, 16
th

 December 2010) Online distribution is getting more and more important 

for the hospitality industry in Europe. On the other hand HOTREC - Hotels, 

Restaurants and Cafés in Europe worries about the rather sinking number of relevant 

online travel agents (OTA) and obvious tendencies of narrow oligopolies with 

consequences for terms and conditions. Therefore HOTREC releases a Working Paper 

containing 20 “Benchmarks of Fair Practises for Online Travel Agents” from the 

hospitality industries point of view to raise awareness and to encourage a broad 

professional discussion throughout the sector. 

Hotels all over Europe are concerned to lose more and more control on their rates, distribution 

channels and the hotel product itself. Kent Nyström, President of HOTREC: “It is revealing 

that the hospitality industry considers it essential to bring even basic matters of sovereignty 

back to mind as a consequence of emerging pressure by distribution partners.” 

The atomistically structured hospitality markets in Europe are facing practises in the field of 

digital distribution that more and more hoteliers consider to be imbalanced or unfair. Therefore 

HOTREC is considering the following 20 benchmarks to keep the markets open and 

competitive for the benefit of guests, intermediates and hotels: 

 

1. Rate, distribution and product sovereignty remain with the hotel 

2. No unauthorized use of hotel brands for e.g. search engine marketing (SEM), domain 

names (grabbing) and other types of online-marketing. 

3. At least monthly updates for pictures, logos, content, names and descriptions according to 

the content provided by the hotel. 

4. No mandatory access to all of the hotel's offers (no “full content”) 

5. No minimum availability or last room availability (LRA) 

6. No mandatory availability parity 

7. No mandatory rate parity 

8. No intransparent auction models influencing results display in the ranking list of the 

OTA´s (biasing) 

9. No auto-replenishment out of control of the hotel 

                                                 

  HOTREC represents the hotel, restaurant and café industry at European level. It counts 1.7 million businesses, with almost 

92% of them being micro enterprises employing less than 10 people. The micro and small enterprises (having less than 50 

employees) represent more than 99,5% of businesses and make up some 62% of value added. The industry provides some 

9,5 million jobs in the EU alone. HOTREC brings together 40 National Associations representing the interest of the 

industry in 24 different European countries. 
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10. Rate clearness and rate truth in search engine marketing (SEM)  

11. No influence on hotel products by unauthorized displaying on auction portals  

(e.g. copying catalogues) 

12. Adequate reaction time to check monthly No show and cancellation figures 

13. No commissions on No shows, cancelled bookings, taxes or non-pre-booked services 

14. Meta search engines should crawl hotel homepages and display them equally 

15. Cooperation with qualified channel managers  

16. All distribution channels must be agreed upon bindingly the moment of contracting  

17. No free display of tour operator rates for packing (“rooms only”) on the web 

18. Official hotel stars results are displayed if possible, a search preference according to stars 

is enabled  

19. As far as hotel reviews are embedded, HOTREC’s “10 principles” are applied 

20. Terminology of accommodation categories applied should be according to EN ISO 18513 

 

 

The Working Paper “Benchmarks of Fair Practises for Online Travel Agents (OTA)” has been 

elaborated by HOTREC’s Quality Board and will be submitted for approval to HOTREC’s 62
nd

 

General Assembly that will take place from 12
th

 to 13
th

 May 2011 in Zürich (Switzerland). 
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